LaFeCoSi alloys have attracted much attention as they exhibit magnetocaloric effect in near room temperature. The paper focuses on the description of anhysteretic curve for LaFeCoSi alloy for temperatures close to transition point. For this purpose the Langevin function is applied. The paper confirms that the Langevin function might be a good starting point for development of analytical models aimed at examination of magnetic properties in La-based magnetocaloric materials.
Introduction
The growing interest of the scientific community in La(FeCoSi) x , x = 13, compounds is due to their magnetocaloric effect (MCE) occurring in near room temperature and the possibility to tailor their properties by an appropriate modification of chemical composition and processing conditions [1] [2] [3] . Magnetocaloric devices are a competitive replacement for conventional vapour compression units as they do not use ozone depleting gases and they offer better efficiency. Room temperature magnetic refrigeration is thus perceived as an energy-saving technology which may reduce harmful burdens on the environment [4, 5] .
The present paper is focused on the description of anhysteretic curves in LaFe 10.8 Co 1.1 Si 1.1 compound for temperatures close to transition point. The anhysteretic state depends both on temperature and stress applied to or already present in the sample [6, 7] . In the paper the effect of temperature on the shape of anhysteretic curve is considered.
It should be recalled that the concept of anhysteretic curve plays an important role in many descriptions of magnetization phenomena, as this curve is a crucial component of some hysteresis models [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Experiment
In the present study commercially available LaFeCoSi samples (four plates 36×18×5 mm 3 , total mass 93.435 g) * corresponding author; e-mail: krzysztof.chwastek@gmail.com were used. The application of bulk material made it possible to reduce the influence of micromagnetic defects and structural inhomogeneities on the actual magnetic properties of the examined samples. The Curie point of the investigated magnetocaloric compound was tailored up at T C = 300 K. The peak changes of magnetic entropy were reached at T ∆Smax = 296 K. The alloy with nominal composition LaFe 10.8 Co 1.1 Si 1.1 was used for further processing. The bulk samples were prepared by fine milling the LaFe 10.8 Co 1.1 Si 1.1 powder, grain size below 5 µm and by subsequent sintering at temperature above 1000
• C, applied pressure from the range 1.5, 4 t/cm 2 . The α-Fe content at the beginning of crystallization was approximately 10% [12] . The composition was analyzed using an EDS probe X-MAX N80 from Oxford Instruments. Figure 1 depicts a fracture of the sintered microstructure.
The magnetocaloric material used in the study has a typical structure after HIP sintering process with a large numbers of defects, cracks and grain-boundaries. Nonetheless the micrographs confirm a high homogenization level of the sample with only a few micropores visible on the fractured surface. Further EDS elemental quantitative analysis of structural defects marked as 22, 23, and 24 indicated the presence of impurities. Slightly different compositions were observed in the black spots (cf. Fig. 1 ). The measured composition in the spot 23 suggested a local existence of lanthanum oxide whereas the spot 24 pointed out the nucleation of the α-Fe phase. The analysis of composition from rectangular spread 21 proved a good consistency with the nominal composition (Fig. 2) . The measurements and calculations of percentage weights are collected in Table I . Thermal dependences of magnetic polarization J(T ), coercive field H c (T ), power loss density P (T ), hysteresis loops J(H) and ini-(801) tial magnetization curves J(H) were measured in order to verify the hypothesis of scaling of anhysteretic curves. The magnetic properties and power losses were measured in accordance with the recommendations of IEC 60404 standards. The closed magnetic core was assembled from four LaFeCoSi plates. Magnetic field strength H and polarization J were measured using a shunt resistor and pick-up coils, respectively. The temperature dependences of power loss density were determined pri- 100.0 100.0 100.00 100.0 100.0 marily from J(H) loops using averaging of the Poynting vector over a cycle of the excitation field. In order to reduce the heating of the samples due to eddy currents, the excitation frequency was kept at 1 Hz. Due to extremally low values of power loss density above the transition point, the measurements were verified using the unbalanced bridge method [13] . The magnetic sample were tested in a thermostatic chamber with controlled temperature (∆T = 0.2 K). The experimental results, curves and the detailed description of the measurement setup have been discussed previously in detail in Refs. [14, 15] .
Results
The anhysteretic curves were obtained after postprocessing the experimental hysteresis M − H dependencies, by taking the middle curve between ascending and descending loop branches [16] . The reconstructed M an (H) dependences were fitted with the Langevin function
The shape parameter of the Langevin function a(T ) is directly proportional to temperature. Therefore plotting the reduced magnetization m = M an /M s vs. the ratio H/T should yield a universal dependence, valid both below the transition point as well as in the paramagnetic regime [17, 18] . The modelling results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As it can be seen from Fig. 3 there are slight deviations between the obtained trends for higher magnetization values. They may be attributed to fluctuations affecting the measurement results at temperatures close to the Curie point [19] . During fitting the saturation magnetization M s was treated as a free parameter, dependent on the instant value of temperature. It was found that the obtained trend of M s (T ) dependence is to some extent similar to 
Conclusions
In the paper the dependence of anhysteretic magnetization vs. temperature in LaFeCoSi alloy was described with the Langevin function. It was found that the description may be adequate both for temperatures below and above the transition point. The fitting results suggest that there might be a correlation between the values of saturation magnetization and power loss density.
